
Upload & organize
 Manage your document request lists directly in Trackers tool
 Save hours in setup by copying from one project to another
 Retain folder structure and upload up to 50GB of zip files at a time
 Rename in bulk to reduce your manual workload

Work smarter with AI
 Organize and categorize your documents with AI
 Automatically detect sensitive data and choose what you want to redact
 Email attachments directly into the project inbox

Streamline your due diligence review
 Smart search finds text even inside images, in 16 languages.
 Embed permissions into downloaded documents and set expiry dates
 Access a native Excel® viewer with tiled watermarking
 Review video files directly from within the data room
 Use the mobile app to keep deals moving wherever you are

Invite only – and much more
 Grant user access and send invitations via the fast, easy interface
 Control access with role-based security tools
 Allow or deny users the ability to download documents
 Activate, deactivate, or withdraw invitations in a single click

Redact and adapt
 Maintain regulatory compliance with word-level control of information
 Redact words, phrases, and even images quickly and accurately.
 Unredact selected data types as due diligence progresses

Provide all the right answers in Q&A
 Stay in control of the Q&A phase with our simple and powerful tool
 Establish teams, create question categories, set question limits,
     and approval workflows using the setup wizard

Decide faster with powerful analytics
 View all relevant KPIs, at a glance
 Review real-time permission levels and content history
 Track users and buyers on intuitive dashboards
 Create a custom dashboard that suits your needs
 Send real-time dashboards to anyone on the team

24/7/365 service and support
 Get support in 20 languages whenever and wherever you need it
 Get proactive and practical help via Datasite Assist
 Benefit from deep industry, sector, and deal expertise
 Find answers fast in the Datasite Assist portal

Ironclad security
 SOC 2 Type II attestation
 ISO 27001, 27017, 27018, 27701 certified
 EU & UK GDPR, CPRA, and APP regulatory compliant
 In-transit data secured via TLS 1.2 protocol
 At-rest data secured with AES 256-bit encryption
 Option for single sign-on (SSO), multi-factor authentication (MFA), and
     information rights management (IRM)
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#Wheredealsaremade
Get the Datasite 
mobile app

Welcome to your data room
Datasite Diligence is the premier sell-side data room, built for the demands 
of M&A - whether it's a billion-dollar asset sale, financing, or sensitive restructuring.


